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地址 Bohemia Machine s.r.o. 
BOMMA 
Zámecká 1177 
58291 Světlá nad Sázavou

国家 捷克共和国

产品/机械
Decoration Cutting Machinery:

Glass cutting automatic machine BIG Jack is a six-axis cutting center used to decorate glass products. Individual axes are driven by servomotors. BIG
Jack is designed for machining larger pieces and can be used with either flat or rotary ones. Using its probe, it automatically measures the workpiece
to ensure constant depth of cut in the variously deformed articles. It is also possible to replace its primary machining head with an auxiliary one for
surface cutting, thus changing the nature of the machining. The entire control system and the program itself are developed by Bohemia Machine. Big
Jack is a unique machine which, thanks to its arrangement of the positioning axes, covers the complete surface of the workpiece. The machining head
can be modified according to the customer’s requirements. It is possible to retrofit it with a solid table with a Z axis stroke for grinding 600x600mm
glass plates.

BIG Jack is designed for decoration of glass articles on one position. The machine works with one product.

 

Bomma Crystal: Our in-house service covers

Design, technical specification and product development
Mouth-blown glass in small to oversize dimensions and highest quality
Pressed glass production line
Industry leading cutting technology developed in house providing: cutting services for optical lenses, technical and decorative glass. 
over 24% PbO crystal
92% whiteness index

Every product is quality controlled and packaged by hand in-house.

Company Profile of Bohemia Machine s.r.o.

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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